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If a graph G has II vertices and 2n - 1 edges, it must contain some proper subgraph of 
minimal degree 3. If G has one edge fewer and contains no such subgraph, then, as proved by 
Erdiis, Faudree, Gy&rfas and Schelp, it contains a cycle of length at least [log n j. Our aim in 
this note is to prove an essentially best possible result, namely that such a graph must contain a 
cycle of length at least 4 log n + O(log log n). 
There has recently been a certain amount of interest in graphs all of whose 
small subgraphs have a vertex of degree at most 2. It is trivial to show that if a 
graph G, which will always be taken to have n vertices, has at least 2n - 1 edges, 
then there is some proper subgraph H of G with minimal degree 6(H) = 3. Erdiis 
conjectured that there is in fact always a subgraph H with 6(H) = 3 and 
(HI s (1 - l )n, for some absolute constant E > 0. Some progress has been made 
on this problem: in [2], ErdGs, Faudree, Rousseau and Schelp proved that if G 
has 2n - 1 edges then there is always a subgraph H with 6(H) = 3 and 
IG\HI 2 cnf. 
Similarly, if G has at least n(k - 1) - (‘;) + 2 edges, it has a subgraph of 
minimal degree k. We say that a graph G of order II is degree k-critical if it has 
exactly n(k - 1) - (‘;) + 1 edges and no proper subgraph of minimal degree k. We 
shall be mainly concerned with the case k = 3. Examples of degree 3-critical 
graphs include the wheel graphs. In connection with the problem mentioned in 
the previous paragraph, Bollobas asked whether every degree 3-critical graph 
contains a long cycle. 
We define fk(n) to be the minimum, over all degree k-critical graphs of order 
n, of the length of the longest cycle. Erdiis, Faudree, Gyarfas and Schelp [l] 
investigated the cycle structure of such graphs G (and also those with 2n - c 
edges for general c). One of their results was that [log n] sf3(n) s cni, for some 
constant c, where here and throughout the note all logarithms are taken to base 
2. In this paper, we prove the following result, giving the precise asymptotic 
value of&(n). Our method of proof, which is based on that of Erdiis, Faudree, 
Gyarfas and Schelp, extends to the case of general k. 
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Theorem. For n E N, h(n) = 4 log n + O(log log n). 
Proof. First we construct a degree 3-critical graph with n vertices and no cycle of 
length greater than 4 log 12 + O(1). 
Let G be the graph shown in Fig. 1, which is essentially a tree of degree 3 
together with two extra vertices joined to each other and to all of the vertices in 
the outside “layer”. If G has m layers, counting the central vertex as the 
innermost layer (so in Fig. 1 we have taken m = 5), [Cl = 3(2”-I- 1) + I+ 2 = 
3 .2”-‘. There are 3(2m-’ - 1) + 1 vertices of degree 3 and two vertices of degree 
3.2’+’ + 1. So the total number of edges is 2(3. 2m-‘) - 2, as required. The 
length of a longest cycle, as shown in Fig. 1, is 4m - 2 = 4 log(n/3) + 2. 
Now we proceed to prove the result in the other direction, namely that every 
degree 3-critical graph G of order 12 has a cycle of length at least 4 log 12 + 
O(log log n). The proof consists of several stages. 
(i) The graph G h as a vertex xi of degree at most 3. When we remove this 
vertex, there is a vertex x2 of degree 2, otherwise G -x1 has minimal 
degree 3, contrary to hypothesis. Now we remove x2 and continue in this 
way until we are left with just two vertices. The total number of edges of 
G is thus at most 3 + 2(n - 3) + 1 = 2n - 2, with equality iff x1 has degree 
Fig. 1. A degree 3-critical graph G with no cycle longer than 4 log n + c. 
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x1 x2 X3 X4 xn-3 xn-2 xn-1 xn 
Fig. 2. Decomposition of G. 
3, every vertex x2, . . . , x,_~ has “forward degree” exactly 2 and the last 
two vertices x,_, and x, are joined by an edge. Since G does have 2n - 2 
edges, it is of this form (see Fig. 2). Note also that every vertex has 
backward degree at least 1, since otherwise that vertex would have 
degree 2 in G. 
(ii) We form a partial order < on V(G) by setting xi <xi iff there is a 
“forward” path xi,xi, . . .~~,inGwithi=i,<i,<...<i,=j. 
We shall first eliminate the case where there is a maximal chain 
(= forward path) of length at least 4 logn in (V(G), <). In the 
remainder of the proof we then construct a long cycle under the 
assumption that thre is no such long forward path. 
(iii) Suppose then that there is a forward path in (V(G), <) of length at least 
4 logn, and let P =y,y,e * + y! be a longest forward path. Necessarily 
y, =x, and y, =x,. From xi, there is a forward edge which is not part of 
P. We form a forward path from x1 until this path hits P at y, say. Now 
we form a forward path from y,_,. If this path hits y,, then we have a 
longer forward path in G, viz. yl . . . y,_, . . . y, . * * yI, which is a 
contradiction. We continue to form the path from y,_, until it hits P in y,. 
We then form a path from ys_, etc., until we reach y[. Then we have a 
cycle as shown in Fig. 3 which certainly includes every vertex of P and so 
has length at least 4 log n. 
Hence we may and shall assume that there is no chain of length 4 log 12. 
(iv) Thus by D’l t worth’s Theorem we may assume that there is an antichain of 
size at least n/(4 logn). Let a be an antichain of maximum size. The 
remainder of the graph then splits as B U C, where B = {x :x < y for 
some y E A}, C = {x :x > y for some y E A}. By renumbering the vertices 
if necessary, we may assume that the vertices of B are {x,, . . . , x,,,}, 
and the vertices of C are {AIAUB,+,, . . . , x,}. 
For example, in the graph shown in Fig. 1, with the central vertex as 
x1, A is the outermost layer, B consists of the remaining vertices of the 
tree, and the two exceptional vertices make up C. 
Fig. 3. Constructza long cycle from a long path 
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Fig. 4. A forward path to A. 
In steps (v), (vi) and (vii) we work in B, and find two “forward- 
backward” paths, each of length 2 log n + O(log log n), entirely in B. In 
the remainder of the proof, we link these two paths up in the set C, 
forming a long cycle as desired. 
(v) Let PO = 2, . * . z, be a forward path of maximal length subject to z, being 
a member of A. Necessarily z, = xi, and the path lies entirely in B (except 
for z,). 
We claim that there is a forward path Q, vertex-disjoint from PO, from 
some zk to A such that f(Q), the length of Q , satisfies k + l(Q) 2 
2 log n - 4 log log it (Fig. 4). Suppose that there is no such path. 
How long can a forward path from zk to a member of A be? No longer 
than k - 1, since otherwise this path concatenated with z,z,-, . 1 . zk is 
longer than P,. Also not longer than 2 log IZ - 4 log log II - k, by hypoth- 
esis. If the longest forward path from zk to A has length j, then the 
number of vertices u of A such that u > zk but V%Z, for I < k is at most 2j. 
Thus the number of vertices of A which dominate some zk is at most 
log n -2 log log n 
c 2k-2 + i: 
22logn--4logIogn-k 
k=2 k=logn-Zloglogn+l 
< 2log n -2 log log n + I _ 
2n 
_p 
(log n)’ ’ 
But every vertex of A dominates some zk, and hence (A( c 2n/(log n)‘, 
which is a contradiction. 
(vi) We have found vertex-disjoint paths P and Q; P = zk, . . , z,, Q = 
w,, . . . , WI, w/=2,, zl, w,EA, and k+1>2logn-4loglogn. Also P 
is a final segment of PO, and IP,, U Ql s 8 log n. 
(vii) Thus there is some vertex of P,, U Q, without loss of generality 5, such 
that there are at least (A(/(8 log n) vertices n of A such that z, < ZJ but no 
later element of PO U Q is below u. We now repeat the argument used in 
(v). 
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Fig. 5. The paths P, Q, R and S. 
Let D be the set of vertices of A U B which are above z, but not above 
any later vertex of PO U Q. So (D fl Al 3 n/32(log n)“. 
Just as in (v), we can find paths R and S with the following properties. 
Let R = u, - . . u1 and S = v, - * . v,. Then u,=v,,u, and v1 are in A, 
I(R) + l(S) Z= 2 log n - 6 log log 12, and P, Q, R and S are vertex-disjoint 
except for w! E P fl Q and u, E R fl S (Fig. 5). 
(viii) Now we turn our attention to the “terminal set” C = {x,, . . . , x,}. Our 
aim is to link the two paths PQ and RS in C so as to form one long cycle. 
Let m be the least integer (3~) such that x, dominates both an element 
of {z,, wi} and an element of {ui, vi}. Without loss of generality 
Ul, 21 <hz. 
(ix) Next we rule out the case m = n. Let U be the set of vertices in C 
dominating one of ul, vl, and let W be the set of vertices dominating one 
of wi, q. Note that (I!& ) W 12 2, since u1 and w1 both have forward- 
degree 2. Certainly x, E II n W: we claim that also x,-i is in this 
intersection. Indeed let s be maximal such that x, E U\{x,}. Then x, 
sends at most one edge forward (to x,) and so we have s = 12 - 1. 
Similarly x,_1 E W. So m G 12 - 1. 
(x) We claim that there are two vertex-disjoint paths PI and P2 with initial 
Fig. 6. The choice of x,. 
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Fig. 7. Joining the paths together. 
vertices u1 and vi and terminal vertices x, and some xj, with j, > m (not 
necessarily respectively). Necessarily these paths avoid the z, . . . x, 
paths, by minimality of m (Fig. 6). 
To prove this, we use the “leapfrogging” method as in (iii). Let 
u=y, *. . yq be the forward u1 -x, path. We form a forward path from 
vi until either it passes x, or hits U. In the first case we have found our 
paths. In the second case, suppose we hit U in yi. Then there is another 
forward edge from yi_l other than yi_,yi. We form a forward path from 
y,_i until either we are past X, or we hit lJ again, in which case we 
continue as before. Every vertex on U has two forward edges, so 
eventually we pass x, = y,, and we can construct our paths as shown 
(Fig. 7). 
We can also repeat the process from wi to obtain disjoint paths from w, 
and z1 to x, and some Xjz with j2 > m. Again by minimality of m, these 
paths are disjoint from PI and Pz except in x,,, and possibly Xi,, which may 
equal xi2. 
(xi) We now complete the construction of the cycle as follows. Without loss 
of generality ji c j2. We form a forward xi, . . . x, path, and a path from 
xi2 continued until it hits this path in u say, forming a cycle as shown. This 
Fig. 8. The complete cycle. 
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cycle includes P, Q, R and S, and so has length at least 4 log 12 -
10 log log 12, as desired (Fig. 8). Cl 
Identical techniques can be used to prove that &(n) = (2k - 2)log,_, n + 
O(log log n) for each fixed k. 
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